Consultation with Alef Völkner.

Protecting people, not just data
Data protection is an important subject for all of us and even more so for companies.
However, spending enough time, thought and money on this complex matter has
always been a challenge. It is even more challenging right now with the new EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) ahead.
TEXT: MARILENA STRACKE I
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All companies process personal data, at
least the data of their employees. All processing needs to be justified and companies are obliged to have adequate security
measures in place. We all know this. However, data protection law is undergoing
a huge change these days. You may have
heard about the GDPR. But what exactly
are the most important changes under this
new EU regulation, which will come into
effect in May 2018?
Companies will not only be legally obliged
to follow the rules, they will be under extensive obligation to document their data
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protection organisation and will be accountable if they do not comply. This is a
complex topic and it requires new ideas
about concept, implementation and auditing of data protection and IT security.
Additionally, the upcoming sanctions of
up to four per cent of groupwide annual
turnover will be astonishing.
This is where professional data protection
advice comes in. Companies like fox-on
provide consulting to German and European businesses regarding data protection. Their services range from an initial
data protection analysis to in-depth con-

sulting as external data protection officers.
The fox-on experts also review relevant
contracts and company agreements, and
develop individual data protection concepts depending on branch, size, structure
and their clients´ individual needs.
Especially international group companies who want to prepare for the GDPR
are in special need of consultation. With
their advanced knowledge and extensive
experience, fox-on can provide support
for them. fox-on founder and CEO Alef
Völkner says: “At the moment our main
focus is to prep our clients for the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
It will be the biggest change in over 20
years and constitutes a major challenge
for every business – and for us.” Völkner
adds: “We can also help medium-sized
companies which were not really focused
on data protection during the last years

Discover Germany

and have realised their shortcomings in
regards to the new regulation. We can
tell them: you do not have to reinvent the
wheel – but you need to have one.”

introduce data protection and explain its
importance in an informative yet entertaining way by using cartoons and little
games every now and then.

For Völkner, it has always been clear that
data protection goes beyond just the data
itself: “Data protection protects people.”
This credo puts people at the heart of foxon’s mission and it is reflective of their
overall approach. “The most thoughtful
rules and guidelines are useless if employees do not fully participate. The most
effective protection is an employee who
recognises data protection issues and who
then either knows what to do next – or
who to ask for help,” says Völkner. Therefore, training courses for employees are
one of fox-on’s special fields of expertise.
Aside from offering classroom sessions,
fox-on developed a witty poster campaign
and web-based training to teach the fundamentals of data protection. The aim is to

According to Völkner, superficial employee
knowledge is the biggest risk to companies. She mentions a case where an IT
manager proudly showed her all the security measures that had been implemented
regarding data protection, such as differentiated access rights to the fileserver and
comprehensive backup procedures. It later
turned out that only a few old templates
were stored in the human resources department folder. No information whatsoever on any employee. The human resources manager kept all personal data
on a USB stick, which was unencrypted
and taken home with him every day. He
thought this would be the best way to protect the data. But he did not realise the risk
of his behaviour. In case of loss or damage
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all these important files would be lost and
could possibly be accessed by the finder.
Völkner explains: “For most people, my
job sounds very theoretical or even dull at
first. But due to the variety of our clients
and questions arising in their businesses
and the rapid development of technology
and data protection law, my job never gets
boring.” Energy suppliers cope with totally
different data protection issues than global manufacturer, companies in transportation/logistics or health centres in their
clinical trials with patients.
“Data protection officers should not see
stop signs all over the place,”Völkner elaborates. “They should find out how something might be done in the best possible
and safest way. And they should take
everyone’s interests into account.”
www.fox-on.com

New data regulation in May 2018.

CEO Alef Völkner.
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